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What is mean by Environmental Psychology? Write about 
environmental psychology to the design of Public spaces or 
Private spaces? 

Their behavior and experiences are changed by the environment. 
Environmental psychology includes theory, research, and practice 
aimed at improving our relationship with the natural environment 
and making buildings more humane. Environmental psychology is 

an interdisciplinary field that focuses on the interplay between 
individuals and their surroundings. The field defines the term 

environment broadly, encompassing natural environments, social 
settings, built environments, learning environments, and 

informational environments. Although "environmental psychology" 
is arguably the best-known and most comprehensive description 
of the field, it is also known as human factors science, cognitive 

ergonomics, ecological psychology, Eco psychology, 
environment-behavior studies, and person-environment studies. 

Closely related fields At the same time, the users of these spaces 
are also capable of influencing their form and feel, by introducing 

social characteristics and elements such as culture, gender, 
sexuality, ethnicity and age. These elements, together with the 
physical and ambient (or non-physical) features of the public 

space, are capable of having a profound effect on the way that 
people behave, experience and interact in public spaces 



 

 

 

 What are the sociological human needs? How it effects the 

interior environment? 

 

 Interior design play an important role in raising the morale of the 

individual and the feeling of happiness within the home where the 

moving of the feeling met color and variations of shapes and 

decoration and lighting effects for the design elements within the 

vacuum, when compatible housing in design with the 

requirements of rights and needs within the different vacuums, 

and achieve harmony with the environment around him , as well 

as respect for the mentality of man with desires to achieve 

different, which differ from one individual to another and from 

group to another, as well as from child to man or woman, and so 

on Therefore, it was necessary to enjoy the housing 

characteristics which take into account to raise the morale of the 

occupants and thereby help in maintaining their mental deals with 

environmental influences on mental health to find the relationship 

between housing and external influences to the surrounding 

environment, the housing, which shows its importance lies in its 

ability to provide for the protection Social space is that area within 

which the individual expects to make purely social contacts on a 

temporary basis 

 

.Public space is that area within which the individual does not 

expect to have direct contact with others. The more intimate the 

spatial relationship, the more people resist intrusion by others. 

Personal space factors are important in establishing privacy 

requirements for interior design. 



 

 

What are the reflections of human behavior in different 
spaces of their residence? 

Different methods of investigating and different approaches were 
used to recognize and shape the complex network of relations 

between architecture, interior architecture design and the 
psychological status of residents and users. "A useful model for 
seeing the scope of available environment –behavior information 

first proposed by the architectural psychologist Irwin Altman1 
includes three main components: environment-behavior 

phenomena, user groups, and settings" (Burris, 2014). A different 
approach to identify the wide scope of comfort in homes through 

a multi-dimensional survey was composed of three main 
proposed dimensions how social, developmental, cognitive, and 
other psychological processes play out in a consequential real-

world setting. The topic of homes is also well suited to 
collaborations with a diverse array of disciplines ranging from 

architecture and engineering to sociology and law. We illustrate 
the potential insights to be gained from studying homes with an 
exploratory study that maps the psychological ambiances (e.g., 

romance, comfort, togetherness) that people desire in their 
homes; we identify six broad ambiance dimensions (restoration, 
kinship, storage, stimulation, intimacy, productivity) that show 

mean differences across rooms. of interior architectural design, 
with awareness of the psychological impacts on residents, needs 
a wide scope of knowledge about the different dimensions and 

circumstances that should be taken into account Figure 3-1. "As 
practitioners 



 

 

Categories the human responses to the interior environment? 

And explain it. 

Sociological determinants relate to the social needs and 

problems of the occupants. Factors that pertain to these 

sociological responses, including group dynamics and 

communication, should be considered during planning. 

Group dynamics are a result of the personality and cultural 

backgrounds of the individuals involved their task, and the nature 

of the physical setting. Spatial arrangements in small groups are 

functions of environment, task, and personality. Various cultures 

respond differently to the amount and arrangement of space. 

Psychological determinants in the planning of an interior 

environment relate to the psychological needs and concerns of 

the occupants. Visual privacy, acoustic privacy, and aesthetic 

factors are key determinants to be considered. 

Visual privacy addresses the ability to limit other's view of 
oneself. Inherent in human behavior is the tendency to avoid 

situations in which one can be watched without being aware of 
who is watching. Visual privacy 



 

 

What are the different Theories of human behavior? Explain 

any two of them. 

Emotional entity that inheres in, or characterizes a person. They 

are complex and are an acquired state through experiences. It is 

an individual's predisposed state of mind regarding a value and it 

is precipitated through a responsive expression towards oneself, a 

person, place, thing, or event (the attitude object) which in turn 

influences the individual's thought and action. Prominent 

psychologist Gordon All port described this latent psychological 

construct as "the most distinctive and indispensable concept in 

contemporary social psychology. Attitude can be formed from a 

person's past and present. Key topics in the study of attitudes 

include attitude strength, attitude change, consumer behavior, 

and attitude-behavior relationships. Attitude and behavior. 

Attitude is a feeling, belief, or opinion of approval or disapproval 

towards something. Behavior is an action or reaction that occurs 

in response to an event or internal stimuli (i.e., thought). While 

there is no generally agreed upon definition of personality, most 

theories focus on motivation and psychological interactions with 

one's environment.[2] Trait-based personality theories, such as 

those defined by Raymond Castell, define personality as the traits 

that predict a person's behavior. On the other hand, more 

behaviorally-based approaches define personality through 

learning and habits. Nevertheless, most theories view personality 

as relatively stable. A brief definition is that personality is made 

up of the characteristic patterns of thoughts, feelings, 



 

 

Write the design considerations for the interior design of a 

Primary school with sketch layout? 

Tables and chairs with casters that facilitate break-out groups as 

well as individual learning 

Comfortable furniture in places where students socialize, relax, or 

read 

Trapezoid-shaped tables that offer students a variety of 

configurations 

Adjustable height chairs that can be used at a variety of 

countertop height 

An allowance for places to feature student artwork that showcase 

student accomplishments. 

Murals of important community members or iconic city landmarks 

connect the school to the surrounding neighborhood and invoke 

community pride. 

Environmental Graphics with positive messaging that reinforce 

uplifting thoughts and behaviors 

Integration of the school mascot and alma mater to encourage 

school pride. 



 

 

Write the design considerations for any two of the following space 

 Interiors for Airport. 

 Children’s Bed Room. 

 Interiors for garment showroom. 
 

Paint the walls in bold and interesting color palette that draw kid’s 

attention. Try various patterns, cartoon characters, and shapes on 

the wall with wallpapers or paints. Colors on walls, furnishing and 

decor should be enjoyable. Thus, adding vivid colors like bright 

yellow, shades of green, blue, or orange can spark creative 

thinking. Painting the rooms with pink and white walls for your 

daughter’s bedroom or blue and red for boys can seem both 

exciting and cool at the same time. In case, if you want to make it 

neutral but still make an interesting mix for your kid, choose bold 

colors for just one wall. 

Kid’s room designs will be covered with toys and building blocks. 
Find ways to add storage with beds and tables with storage 

options. There are beds available with drawers underneath that 
are perfect for storing clothes, toys, and boys. Display shelves 
provide a space to show off their latest creation and avoid the 

clutter after play. Opt for dual-purpose furniture to make the best 
use of space and budget 

change according to your kid’s choice and that too without 

causing a dent in your pocket. 

Lighting is another important element to keep an eye on in your 

kid’s room design. From the natural paper lanterns to exquisite 

designs crafted with crystals, this offers a wide range of styles and 

shades to choose from. A night ceiling light is an excellent way for 

bringing a shade of light into your kid’s bedroom decor . It 

appeases the kid’s minds and allows them to have a good sound 

sleep. 



 

 

staple goods the first phase is almost automatic when no staples 

accessories, or specialties other than “demand” goods are to be 

sold method of arousing interest may become more complex. 

The second phase the actual sale involves factor of convince 

which are desirable in order to make buying easy, to satisfying 

customers completely, and to achieve economy of space and time 

for the store management. 

Both phases affect the designs of showroom. 

Encouraging this kind of shopping behavior starts with your store 
layout and continues all the way to creating an immersive 

experience. Your 
Store layout determines how and where you’ll display products 

and the path customers take through your store. 
What is mean by Environmental Psychology? Write about 

environmental psychology to the design of Public spaces or 
Private spaces? 

their behavior and experiences are changed by the environment. 
Environmental psychology includes theory, research, and practice 
aimed at improving our relationship with the natural environment 
and making buildings more humane. Environmental psychology is 

an interdisciplinary field that focuses on the interplay between 
individuals and their surroundings. The field defines the term 

environment broadly, encompassing natural environments, social 
settings, built environments, learning environments, and 

informational environments. Although "environmental psychology" 
is arguably the best-known and most comprehensive description 
of the field, it is also known as human factors science, cognitive 

ergonomics, ecological psychology, Eco psychology, 
environment-behavior studies, and person-environment studies. 

Closely related fields At the same time, the users of these spaces 
are also capable of influencing their form and feel, by introducing 

social characteristics and elements such as culture, gender, 
sexuality, ethnicity and age. These elements, together with the 



 

 

physical and ambient (or non-physical) features of the public 
space, are capable of having a profound effect on the way that 

people behave, experience and interact in public spaces 
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interior environment? 
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decoration and lighting effects for the design elements within the 
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requirements of rights and needs within the different vacuums, 

and achieve harmony with the environment around him , as well 
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.Public space is that area within which the individual does not 

expect to have direct contact with others. The more intimate the 

spatial relationship, the more people resist intrusion by others. 

Personal space factors are important in establishing privacy 

requirements for interior design. 



 

 

What are the reflections of human behavior in different 
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Different methods of investigating and different approaches were 
used to recognize and shape the complex network of relations 

between architecture, interior architecture design and the 
psychological status of residents and users. "A useful model for 
seeing the scope of available environment –behavior information 

first proposed by the architectural psychologist Irwin Altman1 
includes three main components: environment-behavior 

phenomena, user groups, and settings" (Burris, 2014). A different 
approach to identify the wide scope of comfort in homes through 

a multi-dimensional survey was composed of three main 
proposed dimensions how social, developmental, cognitive, and 
other psychological processes play out in a consequential real-

world setting. The topic of homes is also well suited to 
collaborations with a diverse array of disciplines ranging from 

architecture and engineering to sociology and law. We illustrate 
the potential insights to be gained from studying homes with an 
exploratory study that maps the psychological ambiances (e.g., 

romance, comfort, togetherness) that people desire in their 
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with awareness of the psychological impacts on residents, needs 
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of the physical setting. Spatial arrangements in small groups are 
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uplifting thoughts and behaviors 
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 Interiors for Airport. 

 Children’s Bed Room. 

 Interiors for garment showroom. 
 

Paint the walls in bold and interesting color palette that draw kid’s 

attention. Try various patterns, cartoon characters, and shapes on 

the wall with wallpapers or paints. Colors on walls, furnishing and 

decor should be enjoyable. Thus, adding vivid colors like bright 

yellow, shades of green, blue, or orange can spark creative 

thinking. Painting the rooms with pink and white walls for your 

daughter’s bedroom or blue and red for boys can seem both 

exciting and cool at the same time. In case, if you want to make it 

neutral but still make an interesting mix for your kid, choose bold 

colors for just one wall. 

Kid’s room designs will be covered with toys and building blocks. 
Find ways to add storage with beds and tables with storage 

options. There are beds available with drawers underneath that 
are perfect for storing clothes, toys, and boys. Display shelves 
provide a space to show off their latest creation and avoid the 

clutter after play. Opt for dual-purpose furniture to make the best 
use of space and budget 

change according to your kid’s choice and that too without 

causing a dent in your pocket. 

Lighting is another important element to keep an eye on in your 

kid’s room design. From the natural paper lanterns to exquisite 

designs crafted with crystals, this offers a wide range of styles and 

shades to choose from. A night ceiling light is an excellent way for 

bringing a shade of light into your kid’s bedroom decor . It 

appeases the kid’s minds and allows them to have a good sound 

sleep. 



 

 

staple goods the first phase is almost automatic when no staples 

accessories, or specialties other than “demand” goods are to be 

sold method of arousing interest may become more complex. 

The second phase the actual sale involves factor of convince 

which are desirable in order to make buying easy, to satisfying 

customers completely, and to achieve economy of space and time 

for the store management. 

Both phases affect the designs of showroom. 

Encouraging this kind of shopping behavior starts with your store 
layout and continues all the way to creating an immersive 

experience. Your 
store layout determines how and where you’ll display products 

and the path customers take through your store. 


